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Abstract: In this study 18 patients suffering from orfacial pain were examined using Ultrasonograghy

(US) on the tempromandibulare joint and Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) for confirmation of the
diagnosis .Clinically all patients had the signs and symptoms of the internal derangement in one or both

sides,however, examination was done bilaterally for all of them ,using ring transducer fixed at the area
of the tragus of the ear with 45 angle to the sagittal plain of the patient.Deferant images were obtained

in closed and opened  mouth position .Results revealed that In closed mouth position:1-Clinically
asymptomatic joints show a smooth curvilinear isoechogen thin strip overlying a hyperechogen line. This

line measured (using the US. unit measurements) in a range of 2-2.5 in females and 2.2-2.8 cm. in
males.2- Joints with clinical signs and symptoms shows thick mostly straight to curvilinear isoechogen

line overlying slightly thickend hyperechogen line, measured within the same range of the free joints in
males and females. In opened position:1-Clinically asymptomatic joints showed a smooth curvilinear

isoechgen thin strip overlying thin sharp well-defined hyperechogen  line , measured (using the US.unit
measurements) in a range of 3.6-4.5 cm.in females and 3.8-5 cm.in males.This line could be identified

when asking the patient to open and close the mouth repeatedly to insure that the joint is free from any
singes or symptoms and also to insure the accuracy of  the measurements:2.-Joints with clinical signs

andsymptoms showed deferent echoic pictures :(a)Thickened hazy continues hyperechogen strip measured
2.8-3.2 in females and 3.1-3.5 in males. This echoic picture could be seen in patients with restricted

mouth opening, either due to severe pain or prolonged history of TMJ disease .(b)Thickened hazy
interrupted hyperechogen strip overlying  hypoechogen area. Measurement of this interrupted strip could

be done on two stages, first, from the closed position till the beginning of the click in a range of, 2.2-3.6
in males and females then from this point till the maximum mouth opening in a range of 1.1-2.3 in males

and females, this image could be seen in patients suffering from clicking and or deviation of the midline.
Conclusion: Using US we can diagnose deferent pictures of disc displacement of TMJ  with or without

reduction when correlated it with the clinical picture of the patients.     
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INTRODUCTION 

Case history and the patient’s clinical examination
are usually insufficient to base exact diagnosis of

temporomandibular defects . In practice, it is the type
of the method of depiction that matters in assessing the

diagnosis and in choosing the best way of treatment...
As revealed by imaging techniques, disc displacement

is frequently associated with some disorders,
predominantly the presence of joint pain and noises.

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has been
considered the most accurate method for visualizing the

disc-condyle relationship and to confirm the clinical
suspicion of disc displacement. Its accuracy is about

95% when sagittal and coronal scans are evaluated .[1 ,2]

MRI findings were considered as the gold standard,

according to normality criteria as the location of the
posterior band of the disc at the superior or 12 o’clock

position relative to the condyle, in the sagittal scans,
and the location of the entire disc at the superior

position relative to the condyle, in the coronal scans
.[2,3,4]

The main disadvantages of MRI are non-
availability in some centers, high cost and restricted

use in patients with claustrophobia, cardiac pacemakers
and metallic prostheses .[2 ,3]

TMJ ultrasonography is a non-invasive, readily
available and relatively cheap dynamic “real time”

examination, featuring soft joint tissues. It serves both
for diagnosis and differential diagnosis and for the

comparison of therapeutic results in treating internal
joint defects . The first  reports  of TMJ sonography [5]
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date back to 2000 It uses currently available types of

utrasonic equipment with a linear scanning transducer

of 7.5–12 MHz frequency, which makes it possible to

depict the narrow space of the jaw joint and the

position of the joint disc and it reveals fluid or

ligament adhesion . During the examination the[6 ,7]

patient is in the sitting position and the transducer is

placed on the skin above the joint parallel to the long

axis of the mandible . The joint disc is scanned on the

screen as a thin homogen hypo, as far as the

isoechogen strip contiguous to the condyle border. The

condyle bone borders and articular eminence show as

a hyperechogen line. During the examination it is

possible to directly observe the joint disc move when

the mouth is opening and closing . Studies[5,6 ,8]

comparing the results of MRI and sonography showed

70–85 % agreement . An ultrasonographic[5 ,9,10,11]

system using the high frequency and conveyors with a

large diameter has been recently invented. The

ultrasonograph waves, generated by this system, are

able to penetrate easily through the small aperture

between the glenoid fossa and the condyl . This new

ring transducer has a high focus depth and narrow

wave beam. The bone surface rebounds as much as 2/3

of the waves, only 1/3 propagating down to deeper

structures. For this reason the transmitter must be

placed on a specific place, with the aim to transmit

waves through the soft tissues, between the condyle

and the eminence . More recent three-dimentsional[5 ,6 ,8]

(3D)ultrasonography system was used with the same

rules for diagnosis of internal derangement, and for

more accuracy and imformations, then compared with

2D ultrasonography ,however, comparison of the results

revealed no significant deference, while comparing it

with MRI showed significantly different results .[9 ,10]

Other comparison was made by Puri P. et. al.using

Doppler sonography , Magnetic resonance imaging and

clinical examenations for disc displacement diagnosis

,the low number of false-negative examinations

suggests that Doppler is useful for ruling out disc

displacement . Ultrasonography,Clinical examination[11]

and Magnetic resonance studies were performed on

TMJ in patients with juvinil arthritis comparing 

diagnosis and evaluation, All TMJs were assessed for

an echoic joint effusion, thickening of the joint capsule

(>2 mm) and deformities of the mandibular condyle

.Including surface irregularity, erosion (absence of

cortical lining), flattening and acute angulations at the

transition point from the lateral to the superior condylar

surface. Presence of joint effusion or thickening of the

joint capsule was considered a sign of active

inflammation. Ultrasonography was able to detect TMJ

pathology before clinical symptoms appeared. However,

only destruction and disc dislocation, both known to be

late changes of TMJ arthritis, were screened for in this

study, whereas effusion, synovial swelling or pannus

were not. The study revealed that none of the methods

tested was able to reliably predict the presence or

absence of MRI-proven inflammation in the TMJs of

juvenile idiopathic arthritis ( JIA) patients. US was the

least useful of all methods tested to exclude active

TMJ arthritis .[12]

Ultrasonographic investigations studies  have

assessed the disc position depending on its superior

relationship to the mandibular condyle, usually defining

a normally positioned disc as the one with its posterior

boundary located at or distal to the posterosuperior

aspect of the condyle .[5,6,8 ,13,14]

However, some authors have questioned if the disc

can always be observed during the sonography? .[15,16]

Peter Tvrdy  claimed that the joint disc is scanned on[18]

the screen as a thin homogeny hypo, as far as, the

isoechogen strip contiguous to the condyle border,

however, the difficulty found by somothers in

observing the disc in all the exams performed in their

s tud ies has insp ired  them to  use  ind irec t

ultrasonographic signs in order to determine the disc

position. Togonini F.et.al.  and Motoyoshi et al. [18] [20]

suggested that some irregularity of the soft tissues

surrounding the TMJ should indicate disc displacement.

Landes et al.  considered the width of the articular[14]

space, more visible in the open-mouth position, as a

determinant of disc position.  Hayashi et al.  [15]

suggested that disc displacement should be suspected

if the US reveals a distance between the articular

capsule and the lateral surface of the mandibular

condyle of 4 mm or more. In this study disc

displacement will be investigated using ultrasonography

,comparing the results with the clinical and the MRI

results using indirect ultrasonographic signs.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Eighteen patients (12 females, 6 males; aged

between 25 and 45 years) with clinical diagnosis of

orofacial pain, thay were chosen from the out-patients

of the dental and maxillofacial unit of the research

institute of ophthalmology, ministry of scientific

research, Cairo, Egypt .All patients underwent

Ultrasonographic and MRI, resulting in the scanning of

32. Ultrasonographic (US) investigation was carried out

by an experienced by radiologist, supported by an oral

surgeon, with a  G eneral E lectr ic  V ivid  7

Dimention,Echo Ultrasonography 2008 Fig. 1 and

trasducer M4S with a frequency of 4.3-6 MHz Fig. 2.

The clearest pictures were obtained with the transducer

set to 6MHz.

The transducer was positioned at 45 degree angle
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to the sagittal plain directly on the skin of the tragus

Fig. 3 or in some patients inside the external ear, while

the patient is in the sitting position ,using the special

lubricant gel the condylar path was detected by asking

the patient to move his or her mandible in the opening

and closing position.

The joint disc is scanned on the screen as a thin

homogen hypo,as far as, isoechogen strip contiguous to

the condyle border .The condyle bone borders and

articular eminence scanned  as a hyperechogen line.In 

patients surfing from clicking, the patients were asked

to open the moth till the beginning of the click,

measurement of the condylar path was done till this

point, then the patien was asked to open to the

maximum mouth opening and another  measurement

was taken  or in some other  patients  deviation of the

jaw was done to get the maximum mouth opening

without clicking.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Clinical Examination of the Patients Revealed:

1-Pain and tenderness in all patients at the area of

the joint.

2-Restrected mouth opening in some patients.

3-Deviation toward the affected side in others.

4-Join sounds and clicking in some others.

For all patients US examination were done bilaterally

at closed and open position for comparison, 6 joints

from 36  were excluded from the study as we couldn't

get a clear comparable picture The other 30 joint's

examination revealed deferent echogenic pictures:

In Closed Mouth Position: -Clinically asymptomatic
joints show a smooth curvilinear isoechogen thin strip
overlying a hyperechogen line. This line measured
(using the US. unit measurements) in a range of 2-2.5
in females and 2.2-2.8 cm. in males(Fig.4,5)

- Joints with clinical signs and symptoms shows
thick mostly straight to curvilinear isoechogen line
overlying slightly thickend hyperechogen line, measured
within the same range of the free joints in males and
females(Fig.6,7)

In Opened Position: 1-Clinically asymptomatic joints
showed a smooth curvilinear isoechgen thin strip
overlying thin sharp well-defined hyperechogen line,
measured (using the US.unit measurements) in a range
of 3.6-4.5 cm.in females and 3.8-5 cm.in males.This
line could be identified when asking the patient to
open and close the mouth repeatedly to insure that the
joint is free from any singes or symptoms and also to
insure thaccuracyof the measurements(Fig.8,9,10).

The with clinical signs and symptoms showed
deferent echoic pictures;

Thickened hazy continuous hyperechogen strip
measured 2.8-3.2 in females and 3.1-3.5 in males. This
echoic picture could be seen in patients with restricted
mouth opening(Fig.11,12,13,14,15).

Thickened hazy interrupted hyperechogen strip ,this
image could be seen in patients suffering from clicking
and or deviation of the midline (Fig.16,17) 

This group of patients always needs to click their
joints and or deviate the mandibule to get the
maximum mouth opening. Measurements in this group
of patients were scanned on two steps ,first ,from the
closed mouth position to the beginning of the click or
till the patient deviates the mandible to get the
maximum mouth opening ,then, from this point till the
maximum mouth opening obtained .First measurements
ranged 2.1-3.6 cm. while the second measurements
ranged 1.1-2.2 cm.

Fig. 1: Picture showing the Ultrasonographic machin. Fig. 2: Picture showing the trasducer used in this study.
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Fig. 3: Digram showing the angle of the transducer to the sagittal plain of the patient.

Fig. 4: Picture showing slitghly thick straight Fig. 5: Picture  showing  smooth  curvilinear  thin  strip

isoechogen 2.7 cm. line in closed mouth  2.7cm. overlaying hypoechgen area  in  closed  mouth

position.  postion.

Fig. 6: Picture showing thick hyperechogen strip Fig. 7: Picture showing thick hyperechogen strip 2.2cm.

2.8cm. overlying hyperechogen area in overlying hypoechogen area in closed mouth 

closed mouth position position.
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Fig. 8: Picture showing normal joint in open Fig. 9: Picture  showing  normal  joint  in  open mouth

mouth position, 4cm smooth curvilinear 4.2 cm position curviliniear strip.

thin strip  

Fig. 10: Picture showing normal joint in open mouth Fig. 11: Picture  showing  hazy  continuous  strip 

position  with straight to curvilinear 3.8cm measured 3.1cm in open mouth position

hyperechoic strip.

Fig. 12: Picture showing hazy continuous strip Fig. 13: Picture showing thickened hazy continuous strip

measured 3.3cm.in open mouth position. measured 3.0cm. in open mouth position
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Fig. 14: Picture showing continuous  thickened Fig. 15: Picture showing thickened continuous hazy strip

hazy strip. measured  2.7cm. in open 3.0cm. in open mouth position

mouth position

Fig. 16: Picture showing hazy interrupted thickened Fig. 17: Picture  showing  hazy  interrupted   thickened

hyperechoic strip measured 2.3 then 2.2 cm. hyperechoic strip measured 3.6 then1.1 cm.

Discussion: Most of the ultrasonograghic studies for

diagnosing disc displacement were based on the

identification of the disc and its position relative to the

condyle . However, some authors have found[6 ,7 ,18,20]

difficulty in observing the disc itself in all the exams

accomplished by them, suggesting that the position of

that structure should be evaluated by other anatomical

landmarks, independently of its direct visualization

. These landmarks, as seen in the sonograms,[9 ,14,19]

have been considered as indirect ultrasonographic signs

of the disc position. In some studies, the  distance

between the most anterior point of the articular capsule

and the most anterior point of the mandibular condyle

(anterior capsule-condyle distance) was used as an

indirect sign for diagnosis of anterior disc

displacement. This distance  should be enlarged in

cases of anterior displacement, they proposed to make

use of this distance to assess the anteroposterior disc

position . The echographic study of the[1 9 ,2 0 ]

temporomandibular joint (TMJ) consists of different

scans in coronal, axial and oblique plans . The[21,22]

exploration of the bone profile of the mandibular

condyle can give very precise information about the

condition of this structure, which is visualized through

a window of 120 in the coronal scans and 45 to the

sagittal plain in the axial scans . Further information[23]

can be obtained with the dynamic scans: they allow us

to observe the condyle posterosuperior surface, to

measure the anterior translation of the condyle, having

as a landmark the tragus cartilage, and finally to study

the articular and peri-articular soft tissues, included part

of the morphology and the movement of the disc.

Measuring of the anterior translation movement of the

condyle was used in this study for evaluation of the

degree and type of internal derangement, moreover,

studing of the articular and peri-articular soft tissues

can evaluate the presence or absence of an 

inflammatory reaction inside the joint .Interpretation of
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images obtained in open and closed mouth position

according to Peter Tvrdy , Gateno J et al.  and[18] [23]

Melchiorre et al , revealed that in normal[25]

asymptomatic joints the disc is scanned on the screen

as a thin homogen hypo, as far as isoechogen strip

contiguous to the condyle border. The condyle bone

borders and the articulare eminence showed as a

hyperechogen line. During examination it is possible to

observe the joint disc move when the mouth is opening

and closing .In this study the disc itself couldn't be

seen ,however, the hyperechogen line which represents

the condyle  bone borders and the articulare eminence

was clearly observed in all images. This line appeared

thin and smooth, curvilinear to straight in normal

asymptomatic  joints ,measurements of this line in

closed mouth position (using the sonograghic unit

measurement ) was  in a range of 2-2.5 cm. in females 

and 2.2-2.8 cm. in males, while, in opened mouth

position it was in a range of 3.6-4.5 cm. in females

and 3.8-5 cm. in males. Tracing this line on the screen

using the dynamic scan by asking the patient to open

and close the mouth repeatedly insures the

measurments. 

In joints with clinical sign and symptoms,scanning

of the joint revealed hazy thick hyperecoic strip. 

This strip could be seen during moving and closing

the mouth ,thickning and hazinss of this strip cuold be

attributed to an inflammatory reaction in the joint and

disc displacement, in agrement with Togonini F.et.al.

 and Motoyoshi et al.  who suggested that some[18] [20]

irregularity of the soft tissues surrounding the TMJ

should indicate disc displacement and inflammatory

reaction, and Landes et al.  who considered the[11]

width of the articular space, more visible in the open-

mouth position, as a determinant of disc position .This

strip was measured in a rang of 2.8-3.2 females and

3.1-3.5 in males in joints with restrected mouth

opening ,this picture could confirm the clinical outcome

of the decreasd translation movement of the condyl

.this image could diagnos internal derangement without

reduction.In cases of internal derangement with

reduction ,tracing of this strip in opening muoth

position reveald deferant picture as it showed an

interrupted and  hazy hyperechoic strip, so

measurments were taken on two stages, first stage from

closing position till the begening of the click

measurments ranged 2.1-3.6 cm., then the second stage

till the maximum mouth opening, measurments ranged

1.1-2.2 cm.this image could be seen in patients with

internal derangement with reduction and can also give

some information about early and late clicking,

fromwhich we can determind the degree and the

severity of the displacement. Coparing this results with

the results of MRI it showed an agreement of 90%,

however, this examination requires good co-operation

of the patients.They must remain still during the

measurement,the examination is quite long(about 45

min),very expensive and not always available.

Conclusions: -Ultrasonography,as acompletely non-

invasive procedure,commonly used in many branches

of medicine and applied even in diagnosing functional

temporomandibular defects .Its great advantage mainly

consists in the possibility of depicting dynamic joint

structures,particularly the condyle line and consequently

scanning of the condylar translation movement. 

-Measurment of the movementof the condyle line

could be used in defining the disc position, and

diagnosis of the internal derangement.

-Deferent pictures of internal derangement could be

diagnosed and defrentiated, either with or without

reduction when relating it to the clinical outcome of

the patients.
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